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Children are naturally magical and should be
musically educated. Music provides a unique way for children to grow
Intellectually, emotionally and socially. Music fulfills an inner
drive to express feelings and experiences in a nymbolic abstract,
creative, and acceptable banner which is positive and valued. Musical
nurture should begin within the home environsent at birth and
continue in nursery school and kindergartet. It should be centered
&round two basic goals: (1) to increase significantly the enjoyment
and basic response to music through beautiful, appealing and
imaginative experiences, and (2) to help children formulate basic
concept, about the constituent patterns of the sound experienced. The
first o hese goals is most important. Musical nurture and learnings
say be Je ?loped through enjoyable and attentive listening
experien...as, performance with instruments (including singing), and
the creation of original comFositionse'effects, accospaniaents, and
other related activities including free interpretive dance and
ovement. The ost significant of these activities is.listening.
Children from roughly 4 to 6 years of age are capable of learning a
vast number of additional basic concepts about music. Learning of
rhythmic, melodic, instruaentation, harsonice dynamic and textural
concepts is best facilitated through a coabination of listening,
performing and creating experiences. Children should be given the
opportunity to grow musically im their early years, when much can be
achieved easily and naturally. (Author/RH)
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RE IN THE EARLY-YEARS OF CHUISREN

fine arts continues at an extremely high level in

spite of all the newer advan s in technological aspects associated with
41.

Ix% education, science, business, an industry. In educational matters, not -even '

the latest emphasis on special an vocational education, multicultural education,

the so-called ret Iv to basics, elf-paced learning, competency based education,

1.1.1
0

career education (just to e a few areas) .have quelled or displaced the contin-

uing public interes In aadsupport for the fine arts.

One recent atewide survey in New York conducted by the National Research

Center of Arts, Lo .is Harris poll affilliate, indicates a strong thirst for

various and numerous u al activities was felt by respondents all of whom

wt2re over sixteen years of a e. Results indicate further that a professional

career in music ranks four in esteem (after science, medicine, and law), and

that poetry riting and ainting also rank very high. 1 Obviously there is

much interest the arts are able to provide livelihoods fo'r many. Perhaps

4100 even wire significant, however, is the fact that ample evidence generated from

(IN the survey indicates the great majority of respondents lighly value the arts as

means to uplift and enrich the quality of human life.

If adult society continues to value the arts so highly, and if in this

case we are particularly intereoted in the art of music as it relates to very

young children, a key problem for parents and educators must be confronted.

rihri

What, specifically, are the best ways to provide musical nurture throughout

the early childhood years? In short, what are the experiences and enviren-

mental factors that will help insure or ma}r,e possible musical growth?

Most parents express at one time or another the desire to have their
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offsprings placed in music classes or take lessons on a given instrument. We

often hear "musicality" described as if it were some special endowment, talent

or faculty bestowed upon a few rather mystically gifted youngsters---almost as

if tnrough the miracle of the bestowment they are somehow able to create, con-

sume and perform music at the start. Surprisingly, we hear little abOut simi-

lar specialized endowments ready for immediate implementation in other fields

of human endeavors such as mathematics', science, language, or social studies.

Carried to an extreme which might prove to be amusing, such a belief could

suggest the existence of specialized, inborn talents for executives, secretaries,

navigator, military officers, pilots, and so forth.

Seen in this light, it becomes apparent that musical ability and ensuant

growth arc not contingent upon specialized inborn gifts, housed somewhere in a

hidden, and as yet undiscioed sectc,r of the brain which is activated indepen-

dently, but rather upon specialized musiCal nurture characterized by planning,

the creation of enjoyable experiences, sequencing and the capture of interest

through numerous positive reinforce ents. In the same way these nurture

Idaracteristics are important for developing and facilitating marked achieve-

ment or success in all other areas of human learning and involvement.

One coujd not argue the fact that, as in numerous sports endeavors, many

musical endeavors require certain natural physical (or even personality)charac-

teristics for outstanding success. For instance, children possessing a small

b_l'iy-frame and hands would have difficulty excelling in playing the cello. But

there is mUch emperical evidence to indicate the fact that musical ability is

but a pa ,ticular manifestation of the general mental ability or intelligence

common to all human beings in various measures. 2 In the casr' of music,

however, the data with whicu the brain deals is composed of tonal, rather than

verbal or numerical patterns and configurations, and these exist in time, in-

volving immediate melodic and rhythmic mental imagery, memory, and a refned

.3
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sense of anticipation. 'Additionally, as in any art form, but yet in its own

way, Musie stimelates huean feelings and emotions,' the cUltIvation of that

WhiCh is fitting, a.sense of formal:balance as it is manifested in time, and

the development of accurate perceptions of graCe, style and manner. These too

are outcomes of careful nurture and experience rather thee inborn entities.

As these requisites are experienced, developed,and learned, and as compre-

hension and success etre achieved, aesthetic pleasure and enjoyment result.

Thie is a predictable pattern of human behavior. Such pleasure, however, may

eeeff
be achieved and experienced through the shortest, simplest andAdirect of musi-

cal compositions. It may even be achieved initially by unconscious, or undi-

rected formal learning activities. For example, the tiny child bouncing in

his crib, with smile on face, to a song sung rhythmically by the parent:

"Robert is his first name, first name, first name," 3 is obviously responding

rhythmically because he has discovered and knows something significant and

predictable about the sounds around him. In short, he can cope with them in

his terms.

Aesthetic pleasure is obvious, yet no formal lesson was intended. As in

mother tongue development, general listening and "feeling" experiences with

music are provided at the earliest possible age, and characteristic intellec-

tual acquisition is "caught rather than taught," according to the old aphorism.

At the opposite end ot the growth continuum--given proper nurture--adults are

able to comprehend and aesthetically and intelligently respond to and use

messive musical structures and desiges in personal and satisfying ways, just

as they are able to respond to and use verbal, numerical, scientific, and all

other maneer of environmental structures and designs, some of which are neces-

sary to the very sestenance of life itself. The process initiated at the

crib wherein content becomes known through the comprehension of patteres, how-

ever, remains constant and unchanged. The goals become clarified, and the
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lput data More intricate, abstractland developed. The growth process itself

continUes on,-Ceiseless, until either the pOtentIii itself is teaChed or-the'

opportunity or desire for continued learning is fulfilled.

The justification of musical nurture stems from the fact that Musical

behavior is basic and implicit to generidl"human activity. It is at once sym-

bolic of human mental and emotional concern while yet defiant of explicit

or complete verbal description. Musical expression is ubiquitous in a world-

wide sense and thus is exemplary of natural human outlet and enjoyment. We

can safely.deduce from this ptienomenon that children are naturally musical

and should be musically educated. Careful fdrsthand observation will amply

affirm the musicality of children and establish the case further. They sing

and hum simple songs throughout the day. They listen to music on records,

television, and radio. They react rhythmically to music through simple folk

dances such as "London Bridge" and "Farmer in the Dell" or through rhythmic

responses to spoken chants and popular records, often those of the "top 40"

They enjoy playing simple, sometimes even homemade instruments, Indeed, one

needs only to examine several of the more popular and successful children's

television shows to discover how well music and the world of the young go

together. They are inseparable!

But beyond casual or informal experiences, music provides a unique way

for children to grow--intellectually, because its content is impressionable,

precisevand challenging; emotionally, because its basic communication eff6c-
.

tively touches the heart as well as the mind; and socially, because musical

activities involve group endeavors as well as individual endeavors. Above all,

however, music fulfills some inner drive of children (and adults) to express

their feelings an"d experiences in a symbolic, abstract, creative/and acceptable

manner which is positive and valued. In this respect music, along with other

-great-acade-Mid Or artiStie-disciplines, plaees human beings at an intellectual
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level far above that of the lower animals, making mankind instantly godlike

-and superior ty comparison.

Nurture, according to definition, means to promote the development of

something, whatever its essence might be, by pioviding nourishment, supportl

and encouragement. 4 This implies, for the present, guiding children from

their immediate level of participation and understanding toward some goal that

involves greater participation and understanding. Musical nurture should begin

ideally, within the home environment at birth and continue on once nursery

school or kindergarten is entered. It should be centered around two basic goals:

(1) to increase significantly the enjoyment and basic response to music through

beautiful, appealing and imaginative experiences, and (2) to help children for-

mulate basic concepts about the constituent patterns of the sound experienced.

The first or these goals is of preeminent or paramount importance. It should

be central to every encounter with the art and should elicit sheer pleasurable

and deep excitement of the emotions. The second goal, which is essentially the

formulation of basic concepts regarding the manipulation of the,musical

elements, enhances greatly the first, simply because as human beings, children

enjoy that which is understood. Thus, there exists an interdependent relation-

ship,between these two goals, making it difficult to delineate ultimately their

individuality. Indeed, in the long run, they are experienced as one.

'1usical nurture and learnings may be developed through three basic

means--enjoyable and attentive listening experiences; performance with instru-

ments (including singing); and creating original compositions, effects, accom-

paniments, and a myriad of other related things including free interpretive

dance and r -vement. The most significant of these is listening, inasmuch as

primary musical endeavors are by nature par experiences which activate the

listening sense, and all primary performance and creative accomplishments are

developed out of respect and knowledu relating to how the end products should

6
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properly sound. Moreover, musical listening at once throws open the door to a

great wealth of literature of all types which otheise could not be experienced.

Once children are born, they coon indicate awareness of music in their

environment. They respond affectionately and knowingly to the sung lullaby.

They indicate awareness of music played (whether or not words are sung) on a

record player, radio or television. They soon begin to recognize patterns in

the music heard, just as they recognize patterns in spoken language. Later,

when they grog to the point vhere basic motor control has developed, they may

move their arms and bodies rhythmically to the beat or basic flow of music.

Quite early in life, sometines even as-early as eighteen to twenty-four

months of age, children will express themselves through singing. The trueness

of pitch and the beauty of the tonal quality may for a brief period of time

be truly exquisite and exceed that of later early childhood periods. Also

at this early time, they are capable of acquiring a basic repertory of songs

and echo games about subjects of appropriate and personal interest, and with

encouragement and praise they are eager to perform. Such eagerness will also

be noted in the carrying out of other types of expressive activities such as

reciting simple nursery rhymes and "catch-phrases" from stories or performing

siTle, non-complex chores and assignnents. Musical instruments should be

introduced aL tnis time. These should be simple enough to allow one striking

motion to produce one sound, and there should be an ample nunber of opportunities

provided for sheer "sound exploration " Indeed, this is one of the most Cru-

cial times for musical nurture, and it is,best enhanced bY providing opportuni-

ties for children to listen, perform, and create.

From this beginning, children are able to grow musically to a considerable

degree over the next several years provided nurture is continued. Eventually,

after listening to a number of short sectional compositions they should be

challenged to describe and respond to not only the basic "feeling" or mood of a
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__particulAr piece, hut also to rvcognize its.overall fsarm or pattern. Most

music, even'the monumental masterwork, is stru'ettired with sections or phrases

. that repeat, return, or contwtt. Once this basic principle of organization

is understood as it pertains to even the simplest of pieces, the essential key

to all further musical understanding is in hand, for it makes possible the

establishment of a framework, a blueprint, so to speak, to which all else re

lates. In music, if a section is repeated, it follows itself immediately with

no interjection. Thus, if we have a short, simple piece.with four sections or

phrases and the first, second, and fourth are alike, or nearly alike, and the

third is different, we have the simple pattern A-A-B-A (to use a designation

applied by musicians), a most common musical design. The pattern contains one

releat, one contrast, arid one return: other basic common patterns might be

A-A-B-B A-B-A-B, A-A-B, A-B-A-C, etc. From this meager b(ginning, children

begin to cross the bridge which leads ultimately to the comprehension of all

types of music, including the great masterworks of the cherished cultural

heritage.

^
H sow do mall children indicate their undn,.:;tand ing of musical designs?

They indi::ate it through an infinite number of crotive and pleasurable ways.

They mir,ht move rhythmicatly in some manner for one section of music, perhaps

using a directional walk or run and use contrasting movements to indicate

another section, perhaps standing in place and using flowing a'rm motions or

crourhing on the floor like a little hall and growing intci something big as the

music swells. These activities provide the basis for understanding dance as

Well ciS musical structure.

Children like to play contrasting instruments to accompany contrasting

sections of music. They may uce col!ored crayons-, chalk, or crepe paper stream-

erq to indicate musical changes. Simple graphs, designs, or pictures may he

effective. Frequently, simple but imaginative dramatizationg may also be- used
tb

ON.
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to good advantage'. No matter wha stimillant is utilized, the important

thing Is that it proves effective for atcurately assessing whether or not the

it

responses,are indicative of musical understanding and intellectual growth.

Over and through the phrase and sectional dapigns of beautiful music

are.variou. tension and release pati rns which cause human emotions and feelings

to become aroused. These patterns constitute the aesthetic component. They

are the torial embodiments and symbols of life essence itself. Children in-

stinctively and accurately respond to them. They can iescribe where the music

grows to a point of arrival, wht01$ jt comes to rest, where it becomes exciting

because there.is agitation in the musical texture, where it is stagnant and

ominous, where it climbs to the top--or descends to nothingness. But children

0
describe-aud respond to these effects, as best they can, in their terms after

careful listening. Again, however, more should be expected in a planned nurture

program. ChLldren should be encouraged to create, play and sing similar effects

and to improvise or plan original "compositions." Often these compositions
el

are tru7y fascinating and worthy of preserving via tape recording, for they

.2t ct,ildren tree to express themselves, lo loose themselves, so to speak in

a vast accessible wo IA of sound that goes farbeyond what they can technically,

explicitly, and intellectually control or describe. These original works may

take children into the heart of musical expressions and dimensions immediately,

rather than postpone this valuable journey until such time as maturiTy is fully

developed through slow, laborious processes.

Along with the major goal of enjoyment and.the associated concepts thus

tar described, children from roughly four to six years of age are capable

of learning a vast number 'of additional basic concepts about music. While the

number suggested seems extensive, the choice ot -those actually explored is an

individual matter, depending Opon the adults involvedin the nurture program

the children themselves, the available teaching eqt.iliSme-fit and the quality ef
0



the learning erivironment. Again, suctt learnings are best fecilitated throUgh

listening,-performini;ind 'creating experiences, all or which

are aimed at reinforcing the acquisition of the concepts.

Rhythmic ConcePts

1. Steady beat. Usualy this will.be a "walking" or "running" beat in

the music. Parents and teachers ere cautioned to rempmber'thet a----

"walking" beat for small children is both physically and mentally

faster than that of an adult or older child.

2. Accented and unaccented beats.

3. Even rhythm (wherein notes are evenly spaced in t ne) and uneven

rhythm (wherein notes are spaced in "long-short" patterns).

4. Meters moving in two's or three's (1-2, 1-2, or lr:2-3).

5. Tempos (fast and slow, becoming faster or slower).

6. Melody rhythms.

Melodic Concepts

1. Up and down (high and low). These space referent terns are used in

a unique manner in music since.tones are placed in time rather than

space. As a result there exist no visual up or down positiotth.

Confusing to some children is the fact that these terms are often

related to laud and soft in other contexti. For example, we turn the

television up or down.

2. Skipping up and down, stepping up and down, and repeating tones ih

the melody.

3. Moving up or down by an extended number of steps or skips in the

-melody.

4. Moving by combinations of skips, steps, and repeated teaes in the

melody.

\

S. Detached and smoothly connected melody tones.
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anettumentaticn'Concepts -

ti .

1. Sight and sound recognition of several of the importadt sCao

. .

Merits.
.

2. Sight and sound recogiiition of certain combinations or'tamili,es cif

musical instruments.

3. Rudimentaty physical cfiaracteristict. of selected instraments-.

4. RudiTentardy playing operations involved with selected instruments.p .

4.
a

4 t..., , , :,...

Harmonic Concepts
4

.

.

Ifw

1.
a

Consonant and dissonant harmonies by ear and performance.

2. Major and minor sounding melodies ind harmonies by ear.

3. A feeling for and recognition of the "home" or "I' chord by eat.

4. A feeling for and recognition by ear of the proper accompaniment

41 )

chords tI and V7 ) foi a simple melody whenqqayed on Aps anohaxp

or,piano by parents or teachers.

Dynamics and Texture Concepts

1. Loud and soft. Beco;ing louder . softer.

2. Melody as distinguished from accompaniment.
-

3. Chordal accompanamentsPand metodies play6d together making harmony

for each other.

Ail children possess potentials for musical development. Whether or not

these potentials are reached will be determined to a large extent on basic

beliefs or philosophies held. It is possible that many adults are unaware of

the tremendous and exciting possibilities for Children to participate in and

understand much about theworld of music long before firetgrade.is entered..

Gradually, hokever, there seems to be,a puogressive awakening and realization

of thsse possibilities as mors parents are actively seeking out musical exposures

for their children and as nursery schools and kindergartens are beginning to

introduce music within the total program.

I
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-stimulates; toucies-profouadIy and teaches from a purely automous state. It

can be a "subjdct unto itself. Contrariwise, music enridhes, relates to other_
, It, .

$

can provide qne of the easiest; most accessible, and pleasurable

ihe engre realm or human learning. It unifies, individualizes,

4 -

'areas, broadens perceptions, and provide'3 a refreshing chan e of pace within

the total daiky life c.)f rung children. Music can be a f s nating service

vehicle for learning much about other things. The most important considetation
't

is however, that children be affoi^ded the opportunity to grow musically

through6ut a period of their young lives when muen can borachieved so.easily

and-naturally. ,There must not be musical Aagnation.and waste, for this surely

represents'intal ctual, emotional., social and
4

physical stagnation and waste

of a particular and valuable type.
. .
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